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Devon McConnell-Bacon – Precipitate
Devon McConnell Bacon enjoys writing, photography, and creating unusual art. They have
had photography published in Reservoir Road Literary Review and Acropolis Journal. They
currently live in the mountains with their partner, kids, dogs and birds. They can be found
@Ravenlore23 on Twitter.
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Joseph A Farina - star light star bright...
succumbed to the seduction of starlight
i felt its fire in the dark of night
danced to its celestial symphony
conducted by the physics of the heavens
orchestrated by philosophers and lovers
each star its own mythos and history
a guide navigating to freedom
sisters dancing in their constellation
their filaments entwined with our souls
shaping fates and whispering portents
to accept or decline their invitations
under the guidance of our mirrored moon

Joseph A Farina is a retired lawyer in Sarnia, Ontario, Canada. An internationally awardwinning poet. Several of his poems have been published in Quills Canadian Poetry
Magazine, The Chamber Magazine, Ascent, Subterranean Blue and in The Tower Poetry
Magazine, Inscribed, The Windsor Review, Boxcar Poetry Revue, and appears in many
anthologies including: Sweet Lemons: Writings with a Sicilian Accent, Canadian Italians at
Table, Witness from Serengeti Press and Tamaracks: Canadian Poetry for the 21st Century.
He has had poems published in the U.S. magazines Mobius, Pyramid Arts, Arabesques,
Fiele-Festa, Philadelphia Poets and Memoir (and). He has had two books of poetry
published— The Cancer Chronicles and The Ghosts of Water Street.
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Edward Lee – A Beginning
Edward Lee is an artist and writer from Ireland. His paintings
and photography have been exhibited widely, while his poetry,
short stories, non-fiction have been published in magazines in
Ireland, England and America, including The Stinging Fly,
Skylight 47, Acumen and Smiths Knoll. He is currently
working on two photography collections: 'Lying Down With
The Dead' and 'There Is A Beauty In Broken Things'.
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Maya Hersh – If You Cannot See It
everyone you know is made of stardust.
the sun goes all the way up and down without me moving
the milkyway from my childhood has vanished.
i lick my own wounds and keep them open
the moon rides the night sky unattended.
everyone i used to know is far away
how long until an empty space loses its own memory?
is a star a star if you cannot see it
or is it just a fire?
does my history mean anything
if i close my eyes, the world is gone.
when i open them, the stars are,
there are satellites instead, rhythm blink in place of chaos.
we did this to ourselves
i do this to myself, all this abandoning.
if i close my eyes, the sky is just a mirror
if you remember something but cannot find it
does it still exist?
Maya Hersh is east coast born but made for Seattle, where she now resides and intends to
spend the rest of her days. She has competed nationally as a slam poet since 2015, and has
both coached and competed in the National Poetry Slam, Individual World Poetry Slam and
Women of the World Poetry Slam, as well as competing and featuring at local shows across
the United States. She has been published in Pangaia magazine, Space City Underground,
and They Call Us magazine.
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Zorsha Taylor Suich - The Nursery
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The nursery is made from you and I.
Down on earth a child swats a butterfly
and it changes time.
Nurseries were where old memories die.
Balls with no object,
aimless existence
formerly in clouds,
sweet as the firstbite
ofacrushedmincepie.

Zorsha Taylor Suich is a writer originally from London, living in Norwich. She writes
articles on fashion, film, and culture for her Greylock Glass column, Leisure & Lapels. From
June 2021 until May 2022, she was part of the editorial team for Concrete, UEA's
newspaper. Sometimes, her writing can be found on her Twitter, @ZTSWrites.
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Meah Ray – Deer, Bloom: Light
Meah Rey was born in a suburban white-picket
fence town south of Seattle, Washington. Meah's
first work was a nationally published article in
The Advocate magazine in 2015, on their
personal transformative experience with local
non-profit Pizza Klatch; an LGBTQ+ youth
suicide prevention organization. Meah was then
published by "The Percival Review," in 2017
and 2018 for both poetry and watercolor
paintings. Meah's debut poetry book, "Memento
Mori Phoenix" was self-published in 2020.
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Ashley Cline - portrait with my mother’s hands

my mother says there are no shortcuts through girlhood, & so:
i dream myself loved, instead. which is the next best thing, i figure,
because loneliness cannot touch what it cannot see. & sometimes
i sing the yellow off a canary just to bring the color back to earth, just
to hold a toothless sun in the palm of my right hand. & it does not
bite. it does not burn. & it does not ask me for my ABC’s, which is just
a currency, after all—another way of getting me to spell out lonely or
blue or delaware, all the things i know my favorite river to be; & all the
things i know which best describe the day i was born. when my mother
said: you will not be a virgo! & so, i am not. because my mother willed me
into being. because my mother pulled me from the mud. because my
mother pushed me through honey-fanged & fallow wildness—
& still, the stars’ protests echo on.

An avid introvert, full-time carbon-based life-form and aspiring himbo, Ashley Cline's poetry
has appeared in 404 Ink, Okay Donkey, Wrongdoing Magazine, and HAD—among others. A
Pushcart nominee and Best of the Net 2020 finalist, her debut chapbook, "& watch how
easily the jaw sings of god," is available now (Glass Poetry Press, 2021) while "should the
earth reclaim you" (Bone & Ink Press) and "cowabungaly yours at the end of the world"
(Gutslut Press) are forthcoming. Once, in the summer of 2019, she crowd-surfed an inflatable
sword to Carly Rae Jepsen, and her best at all-you-can-eat sushi is 5 rolls in 11 minutes.
Twitter: @the_Cline. Instagram: @clineclinecline. Linktree: @ashleycline.
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Cynthia Yatchman - Nebula
Cynthia Yatchman is a Seattle based artist and
art instructor. A former ceramicist, she
received her B.F.A. in painting (UW). She
switched from 3D to 2D and has remained
there ever since. She works primarily on
paintings, prints and collages. Her art is
housed in numerous public and private
collections. She has exhibited on both coasts,
extensively in the Northwest, including shows
at Seattle University, SPU, Shoreline
Community College, the Tacoma and Seattle
12 Science
Convention Centers and the Pacific
Center. She is a member of the Seattle Print
Art Association and COCA.

Gideon Emmanuel - DECEMBER ELEGY.
“I am writing to you from the other side of my body where I have never been shot & no one's
ever cut me” JERICHO BROWN.
I am the same as the flickering star in the sky,
though the smiles on my face contour the
acceptance of contemplating a battle with life.
three days after mum eloped, like a capsized boat
floating around the sea crossing over the bar
with no one paddling,

I sought an asylum

in the darkness of my body.

I think of it as if

there were no silver linings in the sky;
that is to say, I will have no fragrance to help
remember those old smiles when innocence wasn’t
as a bait pillowed at the center of a boy’s heart, now
there’ll be no flowers to drop on my grave
as a testament to my frail living.
Dear Astraeus, lead my body into the path of light,
I am as if from within a burnout star_
all the happiness in my heart has been blotted out.
I wish you knew that the sky is also home to our tears,
watch the rains & how they fall like bitter lovers on sad days,
as if grief knew the places where joy doesn’t know.
I won’t be seen flickering in the sky tonight,
some non-living thing could have lived
if given a second chance, with love as a healing balm,
watch my shadow dance to the medley of its sanity,
my body, the drummer boy says is an unconscious rhythm
flowing through every melody of its malady.
The night has promised to shield me in its darkness,
in its hue behind the scenes of your eyes. I feel safe,
my windowpane has been a stethoscope for hope,
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here, the stars do not complain of depression,
they do not go on their knees when everything is sick;
they do not have to carve their tongue into prayers,
they do not have to plant a sycamore of faith since fate
is a threshold value at the expense of hope & light.
I could curate the clouds into my haven

since everything

on the land is cursed & dwell above the sickness of the world,
my body already knows its territories & terrorists_
see it transposed into a happy star in its constellations,
you can save this poem as a map to lead you to me.

Gideon Emmanuel (he/him) is a young poet and teacher from Lagos, Nigeria, who adores
nature and children. His poems have appeared in Eboquills, U_Rights Magazine, Arthut
Anthology, Boardspeck, Street Child Anthology, Terror House, Agape Review, Poemify
Publisher, Fiery Scribe Review, Brittle Papers & Flat Ink Journal, Stripes Magazine,
Nigerian NewsDirect, International Human Rights Arts Festival(IHRAF).
For leisure, you’ll find him teaching, reading, writing, meditating, and cooking. Find him on
Facebook at Ubaha Gideon Emmanuel.
Twitter: @GideonE52756732
Instagram: gideon_emmaunel_890.
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Joaquin Soliven - Statement of Love
Did it happen that for two years we drank deeply of each other The hand holding the glass
And the glass holding The happy. While all the while you were hollow and quiet. The
liniment Destroying the night but we changed it. Walking disoriented. bursting BURSTING
with Laughter. How beautiful.
I could eat this forever every night. I was happy.
I was happy in your arms.
I was burnt in my heart and you cooled it. And the long climb home in an elevator so
tired leaning against One another. Again and again forever we did this.
If only I’d learned
How to bottle the whole long parade.
I am burning. I am so filled with aching. I am so scared when I walk down
The street-- Us walking-Us in each other's crooks. Each mind a friend To the other minds
longing for all there ever was all there ever will be is this one scene repeated endlessly for
about the tick of a stoplight-- a red an orange a green.
But I will go down tomorrow
To the streets and the cold sun will
Blow away the ashes of last night
Like the summer king will ask of a spent wick That a candle be rewaxed,
or the popsicle stains on the pavement to evaporate back into A drop upon
the chin of a hyacinth.
Impossible. As each day is impossible.
It is not in us to tarry, dumbstruck at a crossing.
So I am awake in the morning. I was awake all of last night.
The new day already shedding the slip of old cabaret
Your dawn smirk touched still with the kiss of sleep
Your sandpaper voice the picture of bravery when it asks To have the light
dimmed and not a hint of wonder where my coat and I are off to. Goodbye,
We are off to some vague nebula. Where the colors mix
Unabashedly and reckless time cannot be held
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In the rigid lattices of the pedestrian. And instead swings.
SWINGS like a dancer. With the drunken affectation
Of a highrise, leaning towards its neighbor. With the pinball Energy of a star born in the
pillars of creation as it gathers its whisps And drinks to its bursting.
Or so I imagine.
The last night we were together did not swallow the earth.
It did not convince time to loop back upon itself.
Nor did it reforge the stars and anoint us with new constellations.
Or place those same stars in our vessels and bind us as twins. The night merely blinked
and set us adrift with the steady progress of a stoplight

Joaquin Soliven is a poet from the Philippines. It took him two tries to finish high school and
he is currently contemplating a fifth attempt at university. In the meantime he likes to host
readings and wonders if Rilke thinks he's a dummy for trying to write about love.
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George L Stein – after the flood
george l stein is a photographer from northern New
Jersey, US, working in the art, street, urban and
rural decay, alt/portrait and surreal genres. He has
appeared in Mausoleum Press before as well as
NUNUM, Fatal Flaw, and Wrongdoing
Magazine. georgelstein.com and on
insta, @steincapitalmgmt
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Dorothy Lune - Unknown anxiety symptom: constant grieving
Melancholy spirals in my dining room chair like circling a wet wound, I taste vinegar stink &
sting, yellowed antique light bulb above the table. Dead loved ones are thought of the most in
kitchens & bedrooms. Chandelier of grief of a better me & better opportunities kept in the attic
box like winter cherries. Tap dripping, leave me be, my retreat is a desk or table & basic
stationary— may as well make foam from rotten milkshakes while I'm here. In this two storey
home it's me & my poems. Irises are kitchen clocks counting especially for me who has gauzy
lung rind & weak blood. Self forgiveness looks like it's found in someone else's house. Life is
hearts between teeth— no matter how many moments my knees are kissing the pavement they
don't callous. Keeping my eyes out of the sky & onto words is the best I can do.

Dorothy Lune is a Yorta Yorta poet who has been writing poems for 4 years, born in
Australia. Her work has appeared or is forthcoming in Aurora Journal, Alternate route,
Open leaf press, Ice lolly review, and more. She started out writing songs, drawing, painting,
and writing poems. She found poetry to be the type of writing and medium she loves most and
has a debut chapbook entitled Heart planetary coming out in April 2022. Dorothy can be
found online @dorothylune.
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Mica Magsanoc - An unknown realm
You move slowly like the shapeless clouds,
and talk quick like the pace of rush-hour feet.
Your laugh is a well-rehearsed orchestra,
and your grin is as sharp as a kitchen blade.
Angels flock to your side,
God coloured the perfect shade of white within their golden lines.
You smile at them and lay a kiss on the special few,
immune to their milky voices.
You dance with the flaming souls,
As wisps of darkness follow at their feet.
You bask in the warmth of their world,
unharmed by their burning touch.
Floating between two worlds,
an example of when God paints outside the lines.
A wanderer
with an aura of heaven and hell
They hang your photo on the gilded walls
And label you as abstract,
A deviation,
An anomaly.

Mica Magsanoc is a 21-year old undergraduate studying English Literature with Creative
Writing at the University of East Anglia.
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Aaron Wiegert - Empire of History
With a lifetime of patience, consciousness
crawls, fades, then lingers like radio static.
To know Death is to swallow this moment.
There is movement, suspended in the serene
honey viscosity, becoming the infinitive
and the ideal of Heaven. Now we can
Observe: Ends, means, mortality, tradition.
In preservation, God, or his absence, shines.
Left, right brain defined, the pedestal of
knowledge, locked in the Kingdom like
the chemistry of alchemy, scrawled in
a theologian’s hand. Resurrect disfigured
Ambition, sing: Master, President, King,
only names will change. Thousands of years
ago a prisoner sleeps in a stone cell, and from
this bed of straw, creation and division seep.
The mold of skin, scent of sweat, a mine born
from the cadaver, a cavity where breath once
Lived, becoming animate, to house a nest of
brethren. The carnivore howls a cannibalistic
refrain to indulge as a gull or a crane. In this
stream, facts resemble figures, and the ledger
is balanced as the hungry creatures feed.

Aaron Wiegert has published two poetry chapbooks 'Evil Queen' and 'The Last Railroad
Spike' both from Budget Press. Aaron's poems have appeared in literary journals throughout
the U.S. as well as Australia, Canada, England, Scotland, Austria, and Nigeria.
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D Sharpe – Twin(n)ed In All Things
D. Pleiades Sharpe is a poet and erstwhile visual artist
consumed with thoughts and art of the void and the
many ways a void can manifest. Their poetry work can
be found in Collective Aporia's Re-Knewing and
Gutslut Press's BONEMILK Vol I. Their Twitter is
@ScorchedHorizon and they can be summoned to aid
you in your next boss battle by rattling bones at the
Sturgeon Moon.
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George L Stein – sheltering disciples
george l stein is a photographer from northern New
Jersey, US, working in the art, street, urban and rural
decay, alt/portrait and surreal genres. He has appeared
in Mausoleum Press before as well as NUNUM, Fatal
Flaw, and Wrongdoing Magazine. georgelstein.com and
on insta, @steincapitalmgmt
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LJ Ireton - Dark Horses
I tried to control chaos with my hands.
It rebelled, rearing up
In swirls and streams of black smoke Tendril tails escaping through my fingers.
Determined to keep it captured,
I cried in frustration, tears fizzing
Crimson blue into the black matter.
Eventually you pried my
Despairing, frozen fingers open Clusters of nightmares and ferocity
Floated before us,
Buoyant in release.
Together, we watched black holes come and go,
Grey light dust shapes, purple shadows.
Champagne star signs and Stygian dark horses
Crossed my palms Calmer now, curious.
You said:
'Some things are not ours to hold'.
And I thought I would like to write about
Dark horses.

LJ is a poet and bookseller from London. She has a 1st Class B.A. Honours in English
Language and Literature from The University of Liverpool. Her poems have been published
by Marble, Minnow Literary Magazine, Green Ink Poetry, The Madrigal, Noctivagant Press
and Spellbinder Magazine.
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Tracey Foster – False memory
Ancient oaks fall every night
onto beds of screaming leaves.
A tapestry played on the drapes
this backlit barkcloth invades all my dreams.
Arresting abstract in orange swathes
folds into shadows through the day.
This pulls back the darkness and lets in the light
till evening sun takes centre stage.
My eyelids resist the drag to darkness
but fall into a warm, safe embrace.
Succumb to sleep and breathe with ease
leave at last this dreadful place.
Woken by a door thrust open wide
To find a startled parent by my side.
Daylight steams through the night
as a forest flickers on the wall.
Ancient oaks fall every night
caught by offhand lightning strike.
Lights up the dark and sparks the sky
repeats, replays in my mind’s eye.

Tracey Foster started off in a long career as an Art and Design teacher but wanted to refocus
her creative energies into writing poetry and prose. After helping others find inspiration in
the world around us, she took an MA course in Creative Writing at Leicester University and
has not looked back. She finds inspiration in the past and the events that shape us. Previous
work has been published by CommaPress, Ayaskala, Bus Poetry Magazine and The Arts
Council and writes regularly for the Everyone’s Reviewing website.
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Dorothy Lune – After Altarpiece No.1 Group X by Hilma Af
Klint
My vocal cords are worn cellos thanks to that damn planet— I will speak even if it kills me:
strings guide me to a path like thread. On my way to the ringing sun, on the ironed greenish
middle, white rings circle me the closer I get, whiter & whiter so I must look to ocean & raw
rose bricks. Baby lilac spins 'round the rays in order to melt children less— this will not push
a child back, like a god from its eye. My skin now pancakes from the yellowed chestnut star,
I cough up my joints. Green bulges in its earthly reminder of what I once was. That black
triangle, with a golden eye will split me clean like a tree— this mystery ends for no one.
Returning.

Dorothy Lune is a Yorta Yorta poet who has been writing poems for 4 years, born in
Australia. Her work has appeared or is forthcoming in Aurora Journal, Alternate route,
Open leaf press, Ice lolly review, and more. She started out writing songs, drawing, painting,
and writing poems. She found poetry to be the type of writing and medium she loves most and
has a debut chapbook entitled Heart planetary coming out in April 2022. Dorothy can be
found online @dorothylune.
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Avery Yoder Wells - August 27th, 2003
Mars, you cannot fool me. I know you are the sun.
You lurk bound like a pangolin over my swing-set,
curled with cumin spines and scales cool as pans
fresh-forged, yammering the wait to sunrise.
You weren’t red, either. Not beyond your rind.
I bit just a section—a snicker—of the orange,
and magma dribbled through my knuckles.
My parents were clattering in the kitchen window,
so I muffled your messy glow with my sweater.
You sulked until I brought you tomato soup
and corn I’d half-husked on the back porch.
No one ever feeds the sun. You soak yourself
with lemonade, which explains why my drinks
sink beneath your rays. So at night, I feed you rice,
and tell you how a girl convinced the raja
to give her twice the grains as the day before.
Her reward grew into a galaxy. I tell you,
certainly, I am not the center of the universe.
But behind my window lies a celestial kitchen,
where stars and planets—both coldblooded—
cling close to the panes to warm their nebulas.
And I cultivate a garden of astronomical guests.
Orion, swinging a multitool from his belt.
Warm big dippers of broth. And the sun,
which sinks to an iron-red glow like beetles
sheltering from the cold, and calls himself
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a planet. I know better. Your azimuth
carries you beneath my sandals as I swing.
Closer, brighter, than Earth may ever be again.

Avery H. Yoder-Wells (they/them) is a queer teen poet studying creative writing. They like
ginko leaves and learning useless facts about obscure medias. They lurk quietly on Twitter at
@averyotherwise.
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Theresa Kohlbeck Jakobsen - Skuggatilvera

Theresa Kohlbeck Jakobsen (they/them) is a German creative, who after
spending ten years in the noisy party-metropolis Berlin, moved to an
archipelago in the centre of the North Atlantic. Exchanging the dirty
streets of Germany’s biggest city with the wild, untamed nature of the
Faroe Islands. The challenges of living in another country were a
propulsion to their creativity. Right now Theresa is back in Berlin,
working for the student magazine STUDENTLIV and finishing her Master in
Nordic Language and Literature at the Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin.
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Joaquin Soliven - Achebe Adonais
Swirling in this cocktail
A jupiter, Olive salted with
The alabaster clarity of
Gin. gliding down is
Wind
its heralds, the skyscrapers groaning
as they tilt upon their axes
baren
save for the twinkling.
Say you were away from me.
Further than the moon is
from Cincinnati In essence, unreachable.
And your writing moved my squinting eyes
Across the page with the madness present in skydivers
And I await the summons of your voice
from my mind’s core with the same
restlessness that has let men, left
To their own devices, fly rockets
in attempts to land upon the moon.
I await it with gusto
That which is
an impression of you
And not the thing itself.
For the report is enough.
A thing happens but once
And yet, spoken of
again and again
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The history of it is eternal
so long as there are menAnd men, as we know,
intend to outlive the sun.
The impressions build in my mind
An image. Between your words
And the memory there is enough,
If not to touch, then to
Approximate.
That is how I await you,
Your tectonic geography slowly
Reforming into a single continent so that I
Might walk straight back to you and fall in,
what else, your arms.
It is lucky that I know the way.
That is how I know you.
All your rivers,
and valleys.
All your saltwater choler
Your moods arranged like phases of the moon
On my tongue, It tastes like Gin
And the soft flesh of an olive.
What renders you unreachable?
Not mere distance.
The patterns repeat unerringly-Entropy, it is said,
Is always increasing.
Things fall apart and
as far as I can tell
Bones cannot love bones.
As learned Achilles.
35

Did he know, passing the horizon
Of Phthia, that he would no longer know it?
Do urns remember their lives?
What is heaven like?
Silent.
A feast of barren craters
As upon the moon.
You and I alone.
And you
Holding aloft all the long stemmed
Glass
I can imagine it
An empty street
the last winds blowing old words:
some mine, some yours.
crashing into one another over time
assembling, once more, our atoms.

Joaquin Soliven is a poet from the Philippines. It took him two tries to finish high school and
he is currently contemplating a fifth attempt at university. In the meantime he likes to host
readings and wonders if Rilke thinks he's a dummy for trying to write about love.
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